List your ideas about design, art and the design process.

Why do you think the design process does not follow 1 path from beginning to end?

Which part of the design process do you feel is the most important and why?

PROTOTYPE TO PRODUCT
What are the characteristics of this display?
Think about …. Colour, Line, Form, Placement of items, Materials used.

Why do designers ask questions? Why do designers want to improve designs?

Design it Better!
Why is feedback important?

Do you know any tips about giving or receiving feedback?
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ARTWORK
AUDIENCE
BREADTH
CLICHE
DESIGN
DESIGNCHALLENGE
DESIGNER
DESIGNPROCESS
DESIGNSOLUTION
ELEMENTS
FUNCTION
MATERIALS
MEDIUNMS
NEEDS
PORTFOLIO
PROTOTYPE
SOLUTION
TEAM
TECHNIQUES
USER
VARIETY

PUT AN ASTERISK AGAINST THOSE WORDS THAT YOU ALREADY KNOW AND A CIRCLE THOSE WORDS THAT YOU HAVE HEARD BUT DO NOT KNOW.